
CompeteIQ AI Feature - Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

Q: From where does CompeteIQ AI source its information?
A: CompeteIQ AI leverages a combination of user-owned data and publicly available information
to provide comprehensive competitive intelligence insights. This helps CompeteIQ AI limit or
eliminate AI hallucinations that can result in inaccurate answers.

Q: How do users interact with CompeteIQ AI?
A: Users can interact with CompeteIQ AI through our intuitive platform interface, where they can
train the AI engine by uploading relevant information (URL/doc), input queries/questions, access
generated insights, and explore competitive analyses seamlessly. AI sometimes is working in
the background, but in most cases, CompeteIQ is quite obvious and easy to see.

Q: What advanced capabilities does CompeteIQ AI offer?
A: Our AI feature goes beyond mere summarization, offering advanced capabilities such as
conceptual article scoring and analysis, allowing users to gain deeper insights into competitive
intelligence. Other features are recommended values, automated content generation & curation,
automated news summaries, dynamic newsletter creation, win-loss summaries, and many more.

Q: When was AI initially integrated into CompeteIQ, and how has it evolved since then?
A: CompeteIQ integrated AI into its platform several years ago, marking the beginning of a
journey toward enhanced competitive intelligence. Since then, our system has continuously
evolved, incorporating custom learning mechanisms to improve relevance and effectiveness.

Q: How does CompeteIQ ensure security with its AI feature? Is my information stored
publicly when using CompeteIQ AI?
A: CompeteIQ strictly utilizes its own data alongside publicly accessible information. All the
information in CompeteIQ is not stored publicly. We prioritize the privacy and security of our
users' data and ensure that it remains confidential within our system.

Q: Does CompeteIQ AI encounter hallucinations or provide inaccurate information?
A: CompeteIQ has developed a dedicated engine specifically tailored for competitive
intelligence purposes. We rigorously train our AI models to only provide responses based on
verified and relevant data, minimizing the occurrence of inaccuracies or hallucinations.

Q: What are the limitations of CompeteIQ AI?
A: While CompeteIQ AI offers powerful capabilities, it's essential to recognize its limitations.
Factors such as data availability, the dynamic nature of competitive landscapes, and the
complexity of certain analyses may influence the scope and accuracy of insights provided. We
continually strive to enhance our AI features to address these challenges and deliver the most
valuable intelligence to our users.
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If you have any further questions or concerns not addressed here, please don't hesitate to reach
out to us at ed@competeiq.io,
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